Controlling bovine tuberculosis: a One Health challenge
From the statistics published by WHO and the declarations made to the OIE, it is painfully obvious that bovine tuberculosis is still a major disease and a cause of concern for a great many countries, as it represents a socio-economic burden that is costly in terms of human lives and resources. This public health and animal health challenge merits special attention through the prism of a One Health approach.

The OIE is committed to working in partnership with WHO, FAO and the International Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease to make a significant contribution to improving the situation. We are working together to strengthen the capacity of our Member Countries to combat bovine tuberculosis, notably by publishing the Roadmap for Zoonotic Tuberculosis. We are also working to ensure that relevant diagnostic tools and technical standards reflect the latest technical advances, both in the Terrestrial Animal Health Code and in the Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals.

No, bovine tuberculosis is not a disease of the past, including in developed countries. Yes, we must continue to devote the necessary resources to control or even eradicate it.

There is an urgent need to replace the current international standard bovine tuberculin and establish a reference standard for the development of ‘second generation’ diagnostic tests. This explains why the OIE supports the international collaboration established with the aim of developing and validating a replacement international standard bovine tuberculin. The OIE also supports the research being undertaken to develop innovative approaches to diagnosis and prevention, in particular, through its involvement in the STAR IDAZ platform.

Regarding the challenges facing efforts to control bovine and zoonotic tuberculosis, I must emphasise once again that national coordination of actions and coherence of programmes are preconditions for success. Surveillance,
including in wildlife, and the follow-up of notification reports to the OIE are also of major importance in combating the disease, as is synergy with the network of OIE Reference Laboratories that provide crucial support.

This issue of *Panorama* will, I hope, give you a better understanding of the actions being undertaken by the OIE and the way in which they complement one another. The various testimonies presented here reveal the importance of sharing experiences and the need for cooperation between countries. This issue also highlights the efforts being made throughout the world, especially in low- and middle-income countries, to combat bovine tuberculosis and reduce its impact.

Lastly, this issue of *Panorama* devoted to tuberculosis is, in my view, yet another illustration of the commitment by the FAO/OIE/WHO Tripartite, the Directors General of these three organisations having already formalised their collaboration by signing an agreement on 30 May 2018 [1, 2].

I hope you will find this issue instructive and enjoyable.

Monique Éloit
Director General
World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE)
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*‘One Health’: by protecting animals, we preserve our future*
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Zoonotic tuberculosis is a form of tuberculosis in humans that is caused by Mycobacterium bovis, a member of a group of related bacteria known as the M. tuberculosis complex. Since animals are the reservoir of zoonotic tuberculosis, reducing the incidence of this form of tuberculosis in animals and humans requires us to manage the risk at its animal source.

Global initiatives to address bovine and zoonotic tuberculosis* are coordinated through a Tripartite (FAO/OIE/WHO) partnership and the International Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease (The Union) [1]. In 2017, the OIE, WHO, FAO, and The Union, jointly launched the first Roadmap for Zoonotic Tuberculosis [2, 3, 4, 5, 6], outlining a plan to combat zoonotic tuberculosis using a One Health approach.

The roadmap’s three core themes are to:

**a)** improve the scientific evidence base

**b)** reduce transmission at the animal-human interface

**c)** strengthen intersectoral and collaborative approaches.
Ten priority areas are highlighted under these core themes. Addressing these areas will require:

- improving surveillance and diagnosis,
- addressing research gaps,
- improving animal health and food safety to reduce the risk to people,
- increasing awareness,
- fostering One Health approaches,
- and advocating for investment to support the control of bovine and zoonotic tuberculosis.

The OIE contributes to addressing these priority areas through its publication of harmonised international technical standards [7, 8] and related information; an extensive scientific network of Collaborating Centres and Reference Laboratories [9]; its management of a project for the production and evaluation of an international reference standard bovine tuberculin; its management of a global animal disease monitoring and reporting system, WAHIS [10]; and its development of training and capacity-building programmes for Veterinary Services.

* 'zoonotic TB' refers to disease caused by *M. bovis* infection in people and 'bovine TB' refers to disease caused by *M. bovis* infection in animals.
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Dairy production in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) continues to attract substantial development support. This is because the majority of production comes from smallholder
farmers, and dairy development is a powerful tool for economic growth, food security, nutrition and poverty reduction. Since bovine tuberculosis (bTB) limits dairy productivity and represents a public health threat, accelerating bTB control is a priority for the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.

In stark contrast to high-income countries, where bTB is largely controlled in livestock and therefore less important for public health, similar control programmes have not been implemented in most LMICs. This, despite growing evidence of a high and widespread bTB prevalence in LMICs; for example, in Africa and India [1, 2]. Given both the close association of humans with cattle, and the fact that milk is often sold unprocessed in LMICs, there is also considerable risk of zoonotic transmission. However, because of technical and logistical constraints, the true burden of zoonotic tuberculosis in LMICs remains unknown.

Herein lies the key problem: low awareness of bTB means that support for its control remains limited; and limited support means that few resources are available to build awareness. Hence, in LMICs, where disease has the greatest negative impacts, bTB control efforts remain piecemeal and insufficient.

The true burden of zoonotic tuberculosis in low- and middle-income countries remains unknown

Despite these challenges, we find cause for optimism with a confluence of emerging factors that are likely to increase awareness and provide a renewed urgency to drive bTB control in LMICs.

These factors include:

a) WHO’s End Tuberculosis Strategy, and the prioritisation of zoonotic tuberculosis at the global level, along with the launch of the first zoonotic tuberculosis roadmap;

b) recognition that the dairy sector in Africa and India is rapidly transitioning and, while intensification of dairy production in LMICs increases bTB risk, it also provides opportunities for novel interventions;

c) strengthening partnerships between donor organisations, multinational institutions, pharmaceutical industries, dairy organisations, and the governments of countries in which tuberculosis is endemic. Such multidisciplinary, One Health partnerships are essential to promote integrated research, surveillance and control programmes, and the development of evidence-based policy frameworks to accelerate bTB control, improve animal productivity, and protect human health.
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Bovine tuberculosis: global distribution and implementation of prevention and control measures according to WAHIS data
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Forty-four percent of countries reported bovine tuberculosis (bTB) via the OIE World Animal Health Information System (WAHIS) between January 2017 and June 2018. Only a quarter of the affected countries were applying all the relevant control measures. Improved surveillance and accurate reporting by a country’s Veterinary Services contributes to the prevention and control of bTB at the animal source.

From January 2017 to June 2018, of the 188 countries and territories reporting their bTB situation to the OIE, 82 countries (44%) were affected, which demonstrates a widespread distribution of the disease (Fig. 1).
Among the 82 affected countries, 29 (35.4%) countries reported the presence of bTB in both livestock and wildlife. Two (2.4%) countries reported bTB present only in wildlife, compared to 51 (62.2%) which indicated that only livestock were affected. Moreover, among these 82 affected countries, 66 (80.5%) provided quantitative data for outbreaks via WAHIS, demonstrating relatively good reporting of the global situation of this disease. The persistence of the infection in wildlife poses challenges for disease control in some countries [1], due to the potentially significant impact of wildlife as reservoirs and spillover hosts.

What are we doing to fight bovine tuberculosis?

The implementation of relevant measures is crucial for preventing and controlling bTB at its animal source to avoid its transmission between animals and to humans.
An analysis of the implementation of prevention and control measures for bTB by country, using WAHIS data, showed that, among the affected countries, 23% had implemented all the relevant control measures. These were: active surveillance, complete or partial stamping-out, and movement control. The majority (62%) of affected countries had implemented some of the relevant measures. However, 3% of them had not applied any of these measures, and therefore require strengthened control efforts.

Among the countries where the disease was reported as absent, the majority (82%) recorded implementing at least one of the relevant prevention measures, namely surveillance and/or border control.

The above data demonstrate a high level of vigilance for bTB by affected and non-affected countries. As outlined in the *Roadmap for Zoonotic Tuberculosis* [2], the collection and reporting of more complete and accurate data is considered one of the priority areas for controlling zoonotic tuberculosis caused by *Mycobacterium bovis*. For this reason, countries are encouraged to continue to maintain and improve their level of bTB surveillance and reporting.
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Since its creation, the OIE has collected data on animal disease outbreaks in its Member Countries. While not all the publications in printed format prior to WAHIS have been digitised as yet, a large number of them are available online in the OIE Documentary Database, presenting a valuable mine of information.

One of the main missions of the OIE, as stated in its Organic Statutes [1], is to collect information from its Member Countries on the presence and distribution of animal diseases and the methods used to control them, the purpose being to avoid the spread of epizootic diseases at the international level.

The original list of nine diseases notifiable to the OIE has expanded considerably over the years to reflect developments in the world animal health situation. Two major changes that have taken place are that two lists - a list of 16 diseases justifying monthly reporting (List A) and a list of 40 diseases to be reported on annually (List B) - were adopted in May 1964 [2] before being combined into a single list in May 2004 [3]. In 2019, the OIE list includes
117 terrestrial and aquatic animal diseases selected according to criteria specified in the *Terrestrial Animal Health Code* and the *Aquatic Animal Health Code*, respectively.

Over time, the procedures related to notifying diseases and implementing control measures came to be refined and harmonised.

**OIE archives accessible in various media**

Historically, the OIE’s publications relating to notifications of animal diseases consisted of the following (Fig. 1):

- the **OIE Bulletin**, created in 1927, which, up to 1988, published information that included notifications of outbreaks and the annual reports of the Veterinary Services of Member Countries and non-members;
- a weekly publication, during the period 1988–2006 (**Disease Information**), containing the notifications received from countries;
- the compilations of *Annual statistics and the animal health situation in Member Countries*, which, from 1949, summarised outbreaks by year, disease and country, were superseded in 1985 by a single annual publication, *World Animal Health* (since 2015 in digital format only).

![Fig. 1. Historical OIE publications on animal diseases](image)

Since the beginning of the 1980s [4], the OIE has been operating an **international animal disease reporting system** (animal health information system), which has been progressively standardised and computerised. The data collected since 1996 are available online in *World Animal Health*, *HandiStatus II* (1996–2004), *WAHIS* (since 2005) and soon in its modernised version (**OIE-WAHIS**), due to be launched during 2019.

**The example of bovine tuberculosis**

Bovine tuberculosis was added to List B in 1968. However, a policy on the subject had started to take shape in the
form of a Recommendation adopted by the International Committee of the OIE in May 1948 [5] and restated in 1950 and 1954. Since 2005, information on bovine tuberculosis has been collected on a six-monthly and annual basis, within the framework of the ‘monitoring system’ component of the OIE World Animal Health Information System, and can be reported in an immediate notification and subsequent follow-up reports within the framework of the ‘early warning system’ component.

For information prior to 1968, the Bulletin contains reports from Delegates on the statistically based results of the first control measures taken by developed countries at the start of the 20th century, including successful eradication campaigns in Nordic countries [6, 7], but it also sheds light on the progress made in fighting bovine tuberculosis worldwide [8] during the 20th century.

In 2017, the OIE, FAO and WHO joined together to launch the first Roadmap for zoonotic tuberculosis [9], based on a One Health approach. One of the priorities of this roadmap is to improve the scientific evidence base by collecting and presenting more complete and accurate data from human and animal populations.
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Tuberculosis, which affects multiple species worldwide, is a zoonotic One Health issue. Bovine tuberculosis control commenced in the early 20th century, with scientists collaborating to refine...
tuberculin and optimise the skin test methodologies still necessary today, as a simple, technologically undemanding means of detecting infected farmed cattle and protecting humans from infection.

Tuberculosis in context

Tuberculosis (TB) has existed for over three million years, thriving worldwide in multiple species, with zoonotic transmission between animals and humans occurring in both directions. Before the introduction of milk pasteurisation in the 20th century, milk-borne *Mycobacterium bovis* caused mainly extrapulmonary TB, particularly in young children, with significant death rates.

Tuberculin development and standardisation

In 1893, Bang started using Koch’s Old Tuberculin in cattle to detect bovine TB (bTB) and it was used thereafter in early bTB control programmes. Throughout most of the 20th century, scientists collaborated worldwide on refining and optimising the production and standardisation of tuberculin of sufficient potency, and on developing various test methodologies with sufficient sensitivity and specificity to detect most infected cattle. The World Health Organization (WHO) and World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE) defined standards for tuberculin production, potency, assay performance and intradermal tests for bovines. Within a few years of commencing a bTB control/eradication programme, clinical TB was rarely seen to cause disease, leading to significant improvements in livestock production.

Notwithstanding the launch of the first-ever roadmap to combat zoonotic TB [1], people still ask if bTB is a problem; if better controls for bTB exist; if alternative sites for conducting the intradermal skin test would be better; if all tuberculins are equal; and why haven’t ‘better’ tests been developed?

Review

These questions prompted the paper, *The History of In Vivo Tuberculin Testing in Bovines: Tuberculosis, a ‘One Health’ Issue*, published in *Frontiers in Veterinary Science* [2]. This review tries to succinctly summarise the literature from the late 19th century until today. It focuses on why tuberculin skin tests have been successful; why zoonotic TB is an important One Health concern; why tuberculin skin tests will remain the screening test of choice for farmed livestock for the foreseeable future; and why the reduction of TB is necessary, and too important and urgent to await possible future developments in novel diagnostic assays before addressing the problem.

DOI of the original research article published in *Frontiers in Veterinary Science*: [https://doi.org/10.3389/fvets.2018.00059](https://doi.org/10.3389/fvets.2018.00059)
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Clear thinking is required to establish a national strategy for bovine tuberculosis control
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A Roadmap for Zoonotic Tuberculosis has recently been developed [1]. International standards are in place and updated through the expert network of OIE Members [2]. A strong community of interest focused on disease control holds international conferences and workshops to share its strategic, tactical and operational experiences [3]. All the elements are in place to support the global priority of bovine tuberculosis control. But it all starts with a national policy, and that national policy must be founded on a strategic case that appeals to decision-makers. Good regulatory practice in policy development [4] is just as crucial for success as scientific and technical capability in the implementation of animal health programmes.

It is critically important to establish strategic objectives for a national control programme, because they underpin the activities of the programme. For bovine tuberculosis, these could be:

• to protect public health, since bovine tuberculosis is a zoonosis
• to minimise its impact on animal production through reducing herd prevalence, thereby contributing to the profitability of the agricultural sector
• to build domestic and international consumer confidence in animals and animal products produced under effective animal health and food assurance systems
• to progressively pursue compartmental\(^{(1)}\), zone\(^{(2)}\) or national eradication, when it makes sound economic sense to do so.

The pathways of exposure from animals to humans are well known, but also have cultural specificity that must be acknowledged and managed. Managing the public health risk of exposure through the food chain primarily involves Veterinary Services establishing effective meat hygiene systems, incorporating ante- and post-mortem inspection, and implementing disposition rules for suspicious lesions. Exposure through milk and milk products is effectively managed by pasteurisation; however, alternative approaches must be developed to manage the risks associated with traditional and more recent cultural practices that oppose pasteurising dairy products. Public health risks associated with the occupational exposure of livestock owners and handlers require awareness campaigns and support for best practices.

Animal health programmes that focus on herd health, promoting biosecurity for free herds and prevalence reduction for infected herds, are well known to regulatory veterinarians and their epidemiology advisors, and have proven successful. The test-and-slaughter approach requires herd registration (or, better still, a system providing individual animal identification and traceability); regular screening and confirmatory diagnostic protocols; and epidemiologically sound practices for investigating cases (defining an infection and infectivity timeline, undertaking tracing, investigating at-risk herds). In situations where Veterinary Services lack the capacity for such actions, vaccination can be a useful alternative, particularly in the early stages of a national programme. It can drive down the prevalence of bovine tuberculosis to a level where ‘test and slaughter’ makes economic sense. Similarly, it can be a challenge to understand those factors and scenarios (which typically occur in limited situations and during the later stages of a programme) that indicate that a stamping-out approach would make better sense. In cases where animals are destroyed, condemned at slaughter or downgraded, fair compensation policies will support the implementation of a stamping-out policy, although they must not incentivise poor biosecurity practices or, worse, illegal or unethical behaviour. The farming community must support the goals of the programme and understand the approach.

The involvement of wildlife presents a particular challenge

The involvement of wildlife in bovine tuberculosis maintenance and the re-exposure of livestock presents a particular challenge. Research must establish the species involved, their demography and ecology, the mechanisms of infection and exposure, and how these can be interrupted, such as through vaccination or, if necessary, wildlife population control.

A national policy of zoning can support targeted risk management, both in the control mechanisms applied for herds and wildlife (e.g. frequency of herd testing, wildlife population management) and in managing the risk of further exposure and disease spread (e.g. movement control policies based on regional prevalence or the risk of wildlife exposure). Zoning may also support export trade assurance.
A sustained commitment from all stakeholders will support a step-by-step approach

Policy-makers and funders expect an economic rationale to support their decisions. The ultimate disease control objective of eradication may seem natural to veterinarians if it is epidemiologically feasible, but must also be justified economically, considering fiscal and other legitimate policy considerations. Eradication is an ambitious long-term goal, that will require planning a phased approach, building on the lessons learned from implementation in compartments (e.g. semen collection centres, high-biosecurity feedlot operations) and zones selected for their strategic significance and technical feasibility. A sustained commitment from all stakeholders to a long-term plan, involving regular strategic review, will support a step-by-step approach: moving systematically through prevalence reduction by vaccination, then test and slaughter, the potential ramping up of surveillance to demonstrate freedom, and using stamping-out to accelerate the final stages, as required. Technical capacity must be established to address the challenges that arise at every step of the way, from planning, to implementation, to monitoring and evaluation.

With the Roadmap for Zoonotic Tuberculosis, the building blocks are identified and will be progressively put in place to bring to bear that vital international commitment. Such commitment must support each Member Country as they embark on and sustain a national programme suited to their circumstance. Success in controlling bovine tuberculosis requires clear thinking and careful planning, starting with designing a programme based on agreed strategic objectives.

(1) ‘compartment’ means an animal subpopulation contained in one or more establishments, separated from other susceptible populations by a common biosecurity management system, and with a specific animal health status with respect to one or more infections or infestations for which the necessary surveillance, biosecurity and control measures have been applied for the purposes of international trade or disease prevention and control in a country or zone. [5]

(2) ‘zone’ means a part of a country defined by the Veterinary Authority, containing an animal population or subpopulation with a specific animal health status with respect to an infection or infestation for the purposes of international trade or disease prevention or control. [5]
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Calculating the full socio-economic costs of bovine tuberculosis (bTB) is a complex exercise that requires the evaluation of multiple factors, such as perspective (viewing the impact of the disease through a social lens or a business one); the animal population involved (domestic livestock or wildlife); the zoonotic impact on human health; and especially the context (is the occurrence in a developed or a developing country?).

Costs in developed countries

In developed countries, where the prevalence of bTB is generally low, the direct and indirect costs of bTB are mainly related to trade barriers for live animals and animal products, as well as the financial costs of implementing compulsory bTB eradication programmes. Studies suggested that the majority of the cost of eradication (about 80%) is due to veterinarians performing skin tests [1]. Eradication costs can be so large that some authors have questioned the benefits of such interventions [2]. Conversely, others believe that, when all the benefits are taken into account, including societal benefits, the eradication of bTB is economically viable [3].

Other kinds of costs, such as intangible costs, are rarely assessed in scientific studies, even if their impact can be devastating for rural communities and the farming industry. These costs include, for instance, the impact on the country’s reputation, consumer loss of trust and adverse market reactions.
Costs in developing countries

In developing countries, the prevalence of bTB in animals and humans is high because of deficiencies in the implementation of preventive measures (e.g. the scarceness of pasteurisers and lack of controls in animals and meat, due to financial constraints). The costs of bTB are mainly related to livestock production losses, including increased mortality and lower milk and meat production. Estimates of such losses have been produced for countries with a large livestock population, such as Ethiopia [4].

Conclusions

Most of the time, cost evaluations focus primarily on livestock production losses. There is a need for comprehensive studies to estimate the global burden of this disease, including its full cost on society.
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Efficacy of BCG vaccine for the control of tuberculosis in domestic livestock and wildlife
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Control of bTB remains a difficult problem in many countries, particularly where ‘test-and-slaughter’ policies cannot be implemented or where wildlife reservoirs of Mycobacterium bovis serve as a recurrent source of infection for domestic livestock. Alternative control measures are urgently required and vaccination is a promising option.

The use of BCG vaccine in animals has been limited

Although the M. bovis bacille Calmette-Guérin (BCG) vaccine has been used in humans for nearly a century, its use
in animals has been limited, principally because protection against tuberculosis has been incomplete and vaccination may result in animals reacting in the tuberculin skin test. However, in the past 25 years, the protection induced by BCG vaccine in animals has been optimised and tests to differentiate infected from vaccinated animals (DIVA) have been developed.

BCG vaccination can moderate the severity of the disease in domestic livestock

Experimental challenge studies in domestic livestock, including cattle, goats and farmed deer, have demonstrated that BCG vaccination can moderate the severity of the disease, while field trials in cattle and goats have indicated that vaccination can also reduce infection. No single vaccine has been shown to be better than BCG in cattle, although combinations of BCG with various subunit tuberculosis vaccines have produced encouraging results and could be applied in the future [1, 2]. Vaccination of cattle with BCG would have greatest application in countries where ‘test-and-slaughter’ strategies are not affordable or socially acceptable and, in this situation, BCG could play a role in reducing the spread of bTB. Alternatively, vaccination could be integrated with ‘test-and-slaughter’ control measures, where DIVA tests are used for bTB diagnosis, particularly skin tests utilising specific $M. \text{bovis}$ antigens [3].

The experimental use of BCG vaccine in wildlife is showing promise

The field testing of BCG vaccine, administered via oral or parenteral routes, in possums and badgers has resulted in significant reductions in the infection of these animals, and a parenteral BCG vaccine has now been licensed for use in badgers in the United Kingdom [4, 5]. In wild boar, feral deer and ferrets, BCG vaccine has been shown to induce significant levels of protection against experimental challenge with bTB, and practical systems for the delivery of oral bait bTB vaccines to wildlife have now been established [2].

In summary, studies in recent years have markedly improved our understanding of the factors influencing BCG vaccine efficacy and, in future, vaccination should be a valuable control measure for bTB in domestic livestock and wild animals.

http://dx.doi.org/10.20506/bull.2019.1.2917
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Test-and-slaughter is the primary method of bovine tuberculosis (bTB) control, but it has encountered growing public scrutiny and disapproval. Moreover, this approach is often untenable in developing nations for social and economic reasons. Therefore, alternative control methods are needed.

Vaccines are widely recognised as the most cost-effective way to prevent infections, but their application to the control of bTB in livestock is limited. Although the live attenuated Bacillus Calmette-Guérin (BCG) vaccine has protected humans against tuberculosis for decades, there are concerns that its use in livestock will render the tuberculin skin test for bTB diagnosis ineffectual.

In Canada, scientists are taking a reverse vaccinology approach to develop new vaccines

To address the urgent need for a bTB vaccine, scientists at VIDO-InterVac, the largest biocontainment research facility in Canada, and collaborators at the University of British Columbia and the University of Calgary are taking a reverse vaccinology approach to develop vaccines for the prevention of mycobacterial diseases in cattle (ReVAMP), including bTB and Johne's disease.

A genomics-based strategy is employed to identify and assess Mycobacterium bovis cell-surface and secreted proteins for their potential as bTB vaccine components in experimentally infected calves. The immune responses of calves to M. bovis infection are assessed to identify bacterial proteins expressed during infection. Using bioinformatics techniques, the proteins that might provoke an immune response are prioritised for production in Escherichia coli, tested and developed into novel DIVA\(^1\) vaccine formulations and companion diagnostic tests. In parallel, the competitiveness of bTB DIVA vaccines and companion diagnostics versus the existing test-and-slaughter strategy are being evaluated by investigating public perceptions and industry readiness, commercialisation strategies, and the regulatory systems required for optimal user uptake.

To date, 297 M. bovis proteins have been identified, of which 80 have been tested in calves experimentally infected with bTB. This ongoing project is expected to deliver bTB DIVA vaccines, companion diagnostics and a white paper to inform the public, producers and governments of the best strategies to fight bTB.

\(^1\) DIVA: differentiation of infected from vaccinated animals
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Bovine tuberculosis (bTB) is a chronic disease of cattle that affects productivity and represents a major public health threat. Despite the considerable economic costs and zoonotic risk associated
with the disease, accurate estimates of bTB prevalence are lacking in many countries, including India, where national control programmes are not yet implemented and the disease is considered endemic.

To address this critical knowledge gap, we performed a systematic review of the literature and a meta-analysis to estimate bTB prevalence in cattle in India, and provide a foundation for the formulation of rational disease control strategies and the accurate assessment of economic and health impact risks.

The literature search was performed in accordance with PRISMA guidelines and identified 285 cross-sectional studies on bTB in cattle in India across four electronic databases and handpicked publications. Of these, 44 articles were included, contributing a total of 82,419 cows and buffaloes across 18 states and one union territory.

Based on a random-effects (RE) meta-regression model, the analysis revealed a pooled prevalence estimate of 7.3% (95% confidence interval [CI]: 5.6 - 9.5) (see Fig. 4 and Table 7 in the original research article, entitled Prevalence of bovine tuberculosis in India: a systematic review and meta-analysis and published in Transboundary and Emerging Diseases [1]), indicating that there may be an estimated 21.8 million (95% CI: 16.6 - 28.4) infected cattle in India – a population greater than the total number of dairy cows in the United States of America. The analyses further suggest that production system, species, breed, study location, diagnostic technique, sample size and study period are likely moderators of bTB prevalence in India and need to be considered when developing future disease surveillance and control programmes.

Taken together with the projected increase in intensification of dairy production and the subsequent increase in the likelihood of zoonotic transmission, the results of our study suggest that attempts to eliminate tuberculosis from humans will require simultaneous consideration of bTB control in cattle populations in countries such as India.

DOI of the original research article published in Transboundary and Emerging Diseases: [https://doi.org/10.1111/tbed.12915](https://doi.org/10.1111/tbed.12915)
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In recognition of the adverse impacts of bovine tuberculosis (bTB), a Brucellosis and Tuberculosis Eradication and Control (BTEC) programme began in Fiji during the 1980s and has since been sustained by government funding and industry cooperation.
A retrospective study of bTB data from 1999 to 2014 from the BTEC programme was carried out with support from the Government of Fiji (see the original research article entitled A retrospective study on bovine tuberculosis in cattle in Fiji: study findings and stakeholder responses and published in Frontiers in Veterinary Science [1]). It confirmed that bTB is well established in dairy cattle farms in two provinces of Central Division on the main island of Viti Levu, and suggested that the disease is also present among cattle in all or most provinces across three of the four Divisions in the country: Central, Northern and Western[1]. Despite sustained efforts, disease reduction and containment has not been achieved. Reasons include the appropriateness of the protocol and quality assurance when performing the single intradermal test (SID) in cattle, lack of standard procedures for data collection and evaluation, and unregulated movements of stray and owned cattle.

The Fijian Ministry of Agriculture (MOA) actively responded to these findings by revising the use of SID and providing refresher training for staff, as well as imposing cattle movement restrictions by the Biosecurity Authority of Fiji. Furthermore, a stakeholder forum in May 2017 formulated and endorsed a new Fiji BTEC strategy.

Concerned about the potential contribution of zoonotic tuberculosis to the human tuberculosis burden in Fiji, due to practices such as raw milk consumption and levels of extra-pulmonary tuberculosis, the MOA and Fiji Ministry of Health and Medical Services, with support from the University of Sydney Marie Bashir Institute, will conduct a pilot geospatial analysis of human tuberculosis cases and bTB-infected cattle farms to identify high-risk areas for bTB exposure. The contribution of bTB to extra-pulmonary tuberculosis cases in Fiji is unknown because routine diagnostics do not distinguish between pathogen species [2].

Bovine tuberculosis remains a focus for disease control by the Fijian Government. This case study highlights the challenges for bTB control and underlines the importance of technical and social considerations when trying to achieve success in disease control in Fiji.

(1) Fiji is divided into four major divisions (Central, Eastern, Northern, Western) which are further divided into a total of 14 provinces.

DOI of the original research article published in Frontiers in Veterinary Science: https://doi.org/10.3389/fvets.2018.00270
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Vaccination of cattle against bovine tuberculosis could be a particularly valuable control strategy in countries faced with intractable ongoing infection from a disease reservoir in wildlife [1].
A field vaccination trial was undertaken in New Zealand which included 1,286 effectively free-ranging cattle stocked at low densities in a remote 7,600 ha area; 55% were vaccinated using a high dose ($10^{17-8}$ colony forming units [cfu]) of *Mycobacterium bovis* BCG (Danish strain 1311) (see the original research article, *Efficacy of oral BCG vaccination in protecting free-ranging cattle from natural infection by Mycobacterium bovis*, published in *Veterinary Microbiology* [2]). Vaccine was administered orally in all but 34 cases (where it was injected). The cattle were exposed to natural sources of *M. bovis* infection in cattle and wildlife, most notably the brushtail possum (*Trichosurus vulpecula*). Cattle were slaughtered at 3-5 years of age and inspected for tuberculous lesions, with mycobacteriological culture of tissues from almost all animals. The prevalence of *M. bovis* infection was 4.8% among oral BCG vaccinates, significantly lower than the 11.9% in non-vaccinates.

Vaccination appeared to reduce the incidence of infection, and to slow disease progression substantially in cattle that did become infected. Based on apparent annual incidence, the protective efficacy of oral BCG vaccine was 67.4% for preventing infection, and was higher in cattle slaughtered soon (within 1-2 years) after vaccination. Skin-test reactivity to tuberculin was initially elevated, being high in vaccinates re-tested 70 days after oral vaccination but not in non-vaccinates, although reactor animals had minimal response in gamma-interferon blood tests. However, in re-tests conducted more than 12 months after vaccination, skin-test reactivity among vaccinates did not differ significantly from that in non-vaccinates. These results indicate that oral BCG vaccination could be an effective tool for greatly reducing detectable infection in cattle.

A subsequent similar trial in the same area involving a much lower dose ($3 \times 10^5$ cfu) of BCG, delivered by injection, reduced the apparent annual incidence of abattoir-detectable infection by 87% [3].

**Highlights**

- Bovine tuberculosis is difficult to eliminate from livestock where infected wildlife is present.
- Oral BCG vaccination was trialled in free-ranging New Zealand cattle exposed to a combined cattle and wildlife tuberculosis reservoir.
- Vaccination showed 67.4% efficacy in preventing infection and also slowed disease progression in infected cattle.
- Vaccination of livestock could be useful where tuberculosis persists in wildlife reservoirs.

DOI of the original research article published in *Veterinary Microbiology*: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.vetmic.2017.07.029
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Vaccination with Bacillus Calmette-Guérin (BCG) could be an additional tool to control bovine tuberculosis in cattle. However, to continue with ‘test-and-cull’ control programmes, BCG-compatible tests to distinguish infected amongst vaccinated animals (DIVA) are required. We summarise herein our recent progress towards the development of a DIVA skin test.
Cattle vaccination could be added to existing control strategies, but the only cattle vaccine candidate available, BCG, does not protect all vaccinated animals and compromises the utility of tuberculin purified protein derivative (PPD) in diagnostic tests. To apply BCG alongside PPD-based test-and-cull approaches, e.g. based on the single intradermal comparative cervical tuberculin test (SICCT), requires replacing or supplementing PPD with BCG-compatible tests to detect infected animals within vaccinated populations.

The discovery that a number of gene regions were deleted from the BCG genome during its attenuation allowed a rational search for DIVA antigens based on antigens encoded by these ‘regions of difference’. Two such antigens, ESAT-6 and CFP-10, were shown to fulfil the DIVA criteria [1]. However, although these two DIVA antigens were highly specific in cattle, their sensitivity was inferior to that of PPD. Subsequently, an ‘omics’-based antigen mining programme identified the antigen Rv3615c, which when used to complement ESAT-6 and CFP-10 provided significant additional sensitivity without reducing specificity [2]. However, matching DIVA specificity in BCG-vaccinated animals to SICCT specificity in unvaccinated cattle using the blood test format resulted in loss of sensitivity. We correctly hypothesised that the required high specificity could be achieved by using a cocktail of the three antigens as skin test antigens [3]. This cocktail displayed comparable sensitivity to the SICCT, while its specificity in BCG-vaccinated animals matched that of the SICCT in unvaccinated cattle [4].

Further product development led to the generation of a fusion protein composed of all three antigens [5] which exhibited performance equal to that of the protein cocktail, but with a better production and stability profile. A parallel development led to a peptide cocktail representing the same proteins. The next stage in the development of these potentially groundbreaking DIVA reagents is to validate them to OIE standards [6].
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An OIE ad hoc Group of bovine tuberculosis (bTB) experts is coordinating a project to evaluate, calibrate and validate a replacement for the OIE’s International Standard Bovine Tuberculin (ISBT). The ISBT is used as a reference standard for quality control tests for purified protein derivative (PPD) bovine tuberculins that are used in bTB surveillance, diagnosis and export certification. The current reference standard was produced in 1986 and is becoming depleted, so it must be replaced.

The ISBT replacement project [1] involves participants from OIE Headquarters; an ad hoc Group of bTB experts from the OIE Reference Laboratories for bTB (from France, Argentina and the United Kingdom); the United Kingdom National Institute for Biological Standards and Control (NIBSC) for preparation, storage and distribution of the tuberculins; and collaborating scientists from approximately 15 other national laboratories.

In the candidate tuberculin validation studies, two candidate tuberculins will be tested in guinea pigs and cattle, in comparison with the current ISBT, to evaluate and calibrate the candidate tuberculins’ potency and specificity, and assess the candidates’ overall ‘fitness for purpose’.

A preliminary evaluation has been completed with satisfactory results

The laboratory testing is scheduled in two phases. A preliminary evaluation was conducted in guinea pigs, and has now been completed with satisfactory results. A larger-scale international collaborative study is scheduled for September 2018 to June 2019 in which the performance of the two candidate tuberculins will be further assessed in guinea pigs to evaluate potency and specificity, as well as in experimentally infected cattle and naturally sensitised ‘reactor’ cattle to evaluate ‘fitness for purpose’.

When the tests have been completed, provided the data are satisfactory, the ad hoc Group will prepare a comprehensive report and submit it for approval/endorsement through the OIE governance processes that include endorsement by experts of the OIE Biological Standards Commission, and adoption by OIE Member Country Delegates at the OIE General Session.

Once the study has been endorsed by the Delegates, the ad hoc Group will prepare a summary report for publication in a peer-reviewed scientific journal, and the NIBSC will be able to begin distributing the new ISBT.
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OIE Member Countries may wish to self-declare freedom from an animal disease, for transparency and trade facilitation purposes. At a Member’s request, the OIE may publish this claim on a dedicated webpage after an objective and transparent internal review, governed by an established procedure.

Publication of the self-declaration does not imply OIE official endorsement of the claim, but it acknowledges the country’s conformance to the relevant documented evidence of the Member’s compliance with the relevant international standards.

By joining the OIE, a Member Country undertakes to notify animal disease events that it detects on its territory. This
notification reflects how well a country fulfils its obligation of transparency and enables the progress of its disease control programmes, including its ability to maintain its disease-free status, to be monitored [1].

When a Member Country declares itself or a zone or compartment free from an OIE listed disease [2] or another animal disease, (1) OIE standards provide for the Member to inform the OIE of this achievement by submitting the self-declaration accompanied by documented evidence of compliance with the provisions of the Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Terrestrial Code) or the Aquatic Animal Health Code (Aquatic Code). At the Member’s request, the OIE may then publish the self-declaration on its website, thereby enabling the Member to enhance the visibility of its animal health situation. The submitted documents should follow the Standard Operating Procedure for publication of self-declarations, a procedure that includes a technical screening based on the information available in WAHIS and on the relevant requirements of the OIE Codes.

OIE Member Countries interested in making self-declarations of country or zone freedom from infection with Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex in bovids are invited to review the OIE provisions in Article 8.11.4. of the Terrestrial Code. According to these requirements, Members have to provide evidence of the following: the disease is notifiable, regulatory measures have been implemented for early detection of the infection, a surveillance programme based on regular testing of all herds in the country or zone has been in place for the required period, and a surveillance programme is in place to detect the infection through ante- and post-mortem inspections of bovids. Additionally, and according to its disease situation, a country or zone may be considered historically free from infection with M. tuberculosis complex in specified animal categories when the requirements of point 1 a) of Article 1.4.6. have been met for the relevant animal categories.

(1) The OIE does not publish self-declarations for diseases that are included in the OIE official recognition procedures, namely: bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE), foot and mouth disease (FMD), contagious bovine pleuropneumonia (CBPP), African horse sickness (AHS), peste des petits ruminants (PPR) and classical swine fever (CSF)

http://dx.doi.org/10.20506/bull.2019.1.2923

For more information on the publication of self-declarations on the OIE website, please contact the OIE at: self-declaration@oie.int
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Improving the coordination of research into bovine tuberculosis: the STAR–IDAZ IRC

The Strategic Alliance for Research on Infectious Diseases of Animals and Zoonoses–International Research Consortium on Animal Health (STAR–IDAZ IRC) is a self-sustained network of public and private research funders and programme owners. STAR–IDAZ’s aim is to maximise funding for coordinated animal health research and to contribute to new and improved animal health strategies and control tools for priority diseases/infections/issues. The STAR–IDAZ IRC Secretariat is co-hosted by the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE).

The STAR–IDAZ IRC is establishing expert working groups to analyse gaps in research and to draft research roadmaps and project summaries for specific diseases and issues. The previously formed Global Research Alliance
on Bovine Tuberculosis (GRAbTB) serves as the STAR–IDAZ IRC Working Group for Bovine Tuberculosis (bTB).

The STAR–IDAZ IRC Secretariat and GRAbTB jointly organised a workshop in Birmingham, the United Kingdom, on 11–12 December 2017, to develop three research roadmaps to coordinate and guide bTB research. The first day of the workshop was devoted to overview presentations and break-out group discussions to highlight continuing research projects. This was to provide background information before starting work on the STAR–IDAZ IRC research roadmaps for:

- vaccines
- diagnostics
- epidemiology and control.

Draft roadmaps were developed by the GRAbTB with the support of the STAR–IDAZ IRC Secretariat before the meeting. In break-out discussion groups, the experts were asked to build on these draft roadmaps, identifying potential key missing challenges, information and tools, and to consider if there might be alternative or novel pathways, as well as other start and end points and dependencies to take into account.

(1) This workshop was held shortly after the October 2017 launch of the Roadmap for Zoonotic Tuberculosis, which identified research as one of the key priorities to address zoonotic tuberculosis caused by Mycobacterium bovis.

http://dx.doi.org/10.20506/bull.2019.1.2924
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The OIE has a network of experts and Reference Laboratories that are designated to pursue the scientific and technical problems relating to named diseases, such as bovine tuberculosis [1].

There are three OIE Reference Laboratories for Bovine Tuberculosis. They are located at the Animal and Plant
Health Agency (APHA) in the United Kingdom, the Agency for Food, Environmental and Occupational Health & Safety (ANSES) in France, and the National Food Safety and Quality Service (SENASA) in Argentina. Each of these laboratories is also a national reference laboratory for their country.

The designated experts in the Reference Laboratories provide training, expert advice and scientific and technical assistance to personnel from Member Countries. In addition, they coordinate scientific and technical studies in collaboration with other laboratories or organisations.

The OIE Bovine Tuberculosis Reference Laboratories have the facilities and expertise to perform a broad range of specialised laboratory tests that are used in bovine tuberculosis diagnosis, as well as research to study host–bacterium interactions. The Reference Laboratory experts are also experienced in dealing with diverse epidemiological situations within their respective countries. Consequently, the OIE Bovine Tuberculosis Reference Laboratory network experts can offer their expertise and advice on a broad range of topics, including molecular methods for studying complex epidemiological aspects of bovine tuberculosis, which may involve multi-host transmission cycles between domestic livestock and wildlife.

The activities of the Bovine Tuberculosis Reference Laboratories are summarised in annual reports. These reports are intended to help raise awareness among scientists, other stakeholders, and the public of the scope of the laboratory expertise and advice that are available from the Reference Laboratories to support scientists from OIE Member Countries who work on bovine tuberculosis.
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Mycobacterium bovis infection was first described in free-ranging wildlife in France in 2001, and was subsequently detected in hunter-harvested ungulates and badgers in areas where outbreaks of bovine tuberculosis (bTB) were also detected in cattle. Increasing concerns about bTB in wildlife led the General Directorate for Food (DGAL) and the main French institutions involved in animal health and wildlife management to establish a national surveillance system for bTB in free-ranging wildlife.

This surveillance system is known as Sylvatub. The system coordinates the activities of various national and local partners. The main goal of Sylvatub is to detect and monitor M. bovis infection in wildlife through a combination of passive and active surveillance protocols, adapted to the estimated risk level in each part of the country. Event-based surveillance relies on M. bovis identification (molecular detection) in:

a) gross lesions detected in hunter-harvested ungulates
b) ungulates that are found dead or dying
c) road-killed badgers.

Additional targeted surveillance of badgers, wild boar and red deer is carried out on samples from trapped or hunted animals in at-risk areas.

With the exception of one unexplained case in a wild boar, M. bovis infection in free-living wildlife has always been detected in the vicinity of bTB outbreaks in cattle, with the same genotype of the infectious M. bovis strains. Since 2012, M. bovis has been actively monitored in these infected areas and detected mainly in badgers and wild boar, with apparent prevalence rates of 4.57-5.14% and 2.37-3.04%, respectively, depending on the diagnostic test used (culture or polymerase chain reaction), the sample collection period and the area concerned. Sporadic infection has also been detected in red and roe deer.

This surveillance has demonstrated that M. bovis infection in France involves multiple hosts in different areas (Fig. 1), including cattle and wildlife. However, prevalence rates are lower than those observed in badgers in the United Kingdom or in wild boar in Spain.
Fig. 1. Location of Mycobacterium bovis strains in wildlife in France

DOI of the original research article published in *Frontiers in Veterinary Science*:
https://doi.org/10.3389/fvets.2018.00262
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Lessons learned from Australian success during the successful eradication of bovine tuberculosis
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Australia is one of very few countries to have successfully eradicated bovine tuberculosis (bTB). The last known bTB case was recorded in 2002, following a 27-year national eradication campaign. Despite ongoing intensive surveillance, no further cases of Mycobacterium bovis have been found, either in domestic or wild animal populations. Numerous lessons can be learned.
from the success of the eradication campaign which may be relevant to other countries.

The following is a brief overview of key lessons learned during Australia’s Brucellosis and Tuberculosis Eradication Campaign (BTEC), as outlined by More et al. [1], which were both technical and non-technical in nature:

- **A compelling rationale.** The Australian cattle industry is highly export-oriented, and there were real concerns before the start of BTEC that bTB might threaten international trade. This was a compelling rationale for eradication, both nationally and also for individual farmers.

- **A clear, agreed outcome.** Across both government and industry, there was a shared purpose with a common goal; namely, the eradication of *bovis* from the Australian cattle and buffalo population.

- **A government–industry partnership.** Genuine industry commitment proved crucial to BTEC’s success. BTEC decision-making was a partnership between government and industry, with the cattle industry actively involved at all levels of management, including nationally, regionally and on individual farms. Cost-sharing between the industry and government was also an important feature throughout BTEC, using industry funds collected through levies. These arrangements evolved during BTEC, with the cattle industry covering 50% of programme costs (operations, compensation, additional assistance measures) during the latter half of the programme.

- **A business model.** BTEC was underpinned by detailed forward planning, including multi-annual strategic plans and annual operational plans.

- **Technical standards.** Key features of BTEC included consistent and transparent technical standards and a strict regulatory regime. Improving livestock traceability through the introduction of the tail-tag system linked to property identification codes was an important element of the control and eradication programme. The programme was also underpinned by applied research.

- **Abattoir surveillance.** This was the primary method of surveillance to detect herds not previously known to be infected, and a number of strategies were used to maximise its sensitivity.

- **Effective elimination of residual infection.** Many risk-based approaches were used to minimise infection risk, including risk classification of herds and regions, pathways for herd classification, risk-based movement/trading and the elimination of uncontrolled animals. Controls on infected herds were tightened as the programme progressed, and an ongoing risk of residual infection was assumed until all cattle exposed to infected animals had been slaughtered.

- **Objective measures of progress.** Area and herd classification were used throughout BTEC, providing clear evidence of progress towards eradication.

Information about the overall Australian programme is available, both in the lay [2] and scientific [1, 3] literature.
The final round of testing on the last quarantined infected property in Queensland, Australia

©Rod Robertson
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The response objective of the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) is to determine the extent and origin of the disease in Canadian livestock populations and take action to eradicate the disease where confirmed. This includes the destruction of all susceptible exposed animals and the identification and investigation of all epidemiologically associated herds.

In September 2016, the CFIA responded to a case of bovine tuberculosis (bTB) detected in a mature beef cow from a cow-calf operation in Alberta, Canada. Due to the farm’s production practices, which include the regular use of community pasture, numerous additional cattle herds were investigated and subject to herd testing. In total,
145 herds were investigated: approximately 34,000 cattle were tested and 12,000 exposed cattle were ordered to be destroyed. The livestock aspect of the investigation was closed in April 2018. In collaboration with wildlife authorities, active wildlife surveillance to ensure disease freedom will continue through 2020.

Despite the extensive investigation, only the index herd was found to be infected, with six positive animals identified, giving an apparent herd prevalence of 1.6%. Whole-genome sequencing analysis demonstrated that all infected animals shared the same strain of Mycobacterium bovis that is most genetically related to a strain last recovered in Mexico in 1997, and not linked to previous animal or human cases in Canada. The investigation examined several routes of exposure or introduction; however, a definitive source of infection was not identified.

Given the outcome of the case response, Alberta continues to be considered officially free from bTB. The bTB-free status of all other Canadian provinces also remains in place.

The strength of Canada’s bTB programme and the case response supported uninterrupted international market access for Canadian cattle and beef meat products during the course of the response, which mitigated any impacts on the overall Canadian cattle sector.

The cooperation of individual producers involved in the response and the engagement with their industry associations were vital to the effectiveness of the CFIA’s response.

The case highlights the challenges with response capacity and the need for ongoing surveillance for a disease that has become increasingly rare in Canada as a result of longstanding eradication efforts.

http://dx.doi.org/10.20506/bull.2019.1.2928
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Behind the scenes during the bovine tuberculosis (TB) outbreak investigation (video series)
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Control and eradication of bovine tuberculosis (bTB) is desirable for animal welfare, socio-economic and zoonotic reasons. Tuberculin potency affects test sensitivity and specificity. Therefore, accurate potency determination is critical for test performance. Eradication of bTB will undoubtedly continue to require a multifaceted approach if it is to be successful.
The Irish national bTB eradication programme commenced in 1954 with 80% herd and 17% animal (22% cows) prevalence rates [1]. The single intradermal comparative tuberculin test using avian and mammalian tuberculin purified protein derivatives (PPDs) addressed non-specific sensitisation by abundant environmental mycobacteria. Skin testing requires minimal technology (Fig. 1) and, being safe, allows testing from birth [1, 2]. Progress was dramatic to 1965 but stalled at ~30,000 reactors removed/year until 2000 (Fig. 2).

Programme milestones

- 1974, first tuberculous badger detected, by the 1980s infected badgers found countrywide;
- 1975-1976, programme interruption (fewer reactors);
- 1976-1977, bovine replaced human tuberculin PPD (more sensitive and specific);
- 1978-1979, tuberculin potency fell, affecting bTB detection (initiated routine potency assay on infected cattle as critical quality control);
- 1980, tuberculin supplier changed;
- 1989, TB investigation unit (now CVERA) founded to investigate bTB and improve eradication, using science-informed policy in a national context;
- 1990, endemically infected badgers recognised as tuberculosis maintenance host (culled since 2003 when epidemiological investigation associated them with bTB breakdowns);
- 1991, interferon-γ assay (using tuberculin) used in bTB herds to remove additional infected cattle (legally recognised 2005);
- 1992, PPD potency standardised for Irish programme at bovine 30,000 IU/ml, avian 25,000 IU/ml (giving optimal sensitivity/specificity). Studies showed imprecise guinea pig bio-assay potency estimates and a significant fall in the number of infected cattle detected using low potency tuberculin but if standard potency maintained there was no apparent impact from changing supplier/manufacturer [1, 3].

Clinical bovine tuberculosis and human zoonotic tuberculosis are now uncommon in Ireland

The Irish programme uses tuberculin PPD and optimal test methodologies for bTB eradication; considers disease epidemiological profile, controls non-bovine maintenance hosts, pursues rigorous quality controls (including tuberculin potency assay), evaluates surveillance protocols, test performance, policy efficacy and outcomes, and is modified reflecting findings and scientific advances [2, 3]. Clinical bTB and human zoonotic tuberculosis [4] are now uncommon.
Fig. 1. Testing cattle: clip sites mid-neck; measure skin thickness; inject tuberculin - avian and bovine; 72-hours later measure and compare responses [2, 3]. ©A. Duignan

Number of animals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year (1959–2017)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 2. Number of animals removed annually 1959 to 2017 inclusive under the Irish bovine tuberculosis eradication programme
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The United Nations High-Level Meeting on tuberculosis

Its importance for zoonotic and bovine tuberculosis
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Each year, the United Nations General Assembly convenes heads of state and government to
discuss solutions to relevant issues. These representatives then endorse a political declaration on the topic that serves as a global framework for action.

On 26 September 2018, the United Nations (UN) held a High-Level Meeting (HLM) on tuberculosis (TB), the infectious disease that currently kills the most people worldwide [1]. This HLM was the culmination of nearly two years’ work since it was originally proposed in December 2016.

Relevant input for the political declaration was coordinated by the ‘Stop TB’ Partnership and the World Health Organization (WHO). Staff of the International Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease (the Union) were in charge of developing the TB community’s five key priority actions to be included in the political declaration developed by the UN country missions. These were to [2]:

1. reach all people by closing the gaps in TB diagnosis, treatment and prevention
2. transform the tuberculosis response to be equitable, rights-based, and people-centred
3. accelerate the development of essential new tools to end TB
4. invest the funds necessary to end TB
5. commit to decisive and accountable global leadership, including regular UN reporting and review.

Bovine and zoonotic tuberculosis were included in the UN political declaration

Bovine and zoonotic tuberculosis (caused by Mycobacterium bovis) were included in the declaration, based on two key advocacy efforts.

1. The fourth edition of The Global Plan to End TB: the Paradigm Shift 2016–2020 identified key populations at risk, which included people who live and work with livestock [3].
2. The Tripartite of the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE), the World Health Organization (WHO) and the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) collaborated with the Union to produce a multisectoral Roadmap for Zoonotic Tuberculosis in 2017, based on the WHO Strategic and Technical Advisory Group’s previous recognition of zoonotic tuberculosis as a priority [4].

The availability of these two documents convinced the UN missions to include both bovine and zoonotic tuberculosis in the political declaration.

The two key points on bovine and zoonotic tuberculosis in the 16-page political declaration [5] are found in paragraphs 5 and 17:

Paragraph 5. ‘Recognize other recent high-level commitments and calls for action against tuberculosis, including against its multidrug-resistant and zoonotic forms, made by global, regional and sub-regional bodies and meetings, including the Delhi End TB Summit held from 12 to 17 March 2018.’

Paragraph 17. ‘Recognize the enormous, often catastrophic, economic and social impacts and burden of tuberculosis for people affected by the disease, their households, and affected communities, and that the risk and impact of tuberculosis can vary depending on demographic, social, economic and environmental circumstances, and, in order to make the elimination of tuberculosis possible, prioritizing, as appropriate, notably through the involvement of communities and civil society and in a non-discriminatory manner, high-risk groups as well as other
people who are vulnerable or in vulnerable situations, such as women and children, indigenous peoples, health care workers, migrants, refugees, internally displaced people, people living in situations of complex emergencies, prisoners, people living with HIV and AIDS, people who use drugs particularly those who inject drugs, miners and others exposed to silica, urban and rural poor, underserved populations, undernourished people, individuals who face food insecurity, ethnic minorities, people and communities at risk of exposure to bovine tuberculosis, people living with diabetes, people with mental and physical disabilities, people with alcohol use disorders, and people who use tobacco, recognizing the higher prevalence of tuberculosis among men.’

This recognition by the United Nations of the importance of tuberculosis as a major cause of morbidity and mortality will serve to energise the entire tuberculosis community, including those addressing its zoonotic and bovine forms.

In two articles published in 2018, one in Frontiers in Public Health [6] and another in The Lancet: Infectious Diseases [7], the practical actions that need to be taken between now and 2025 as part of the Roadmap for Zoonotic Tuberculosis, to ‘improve the scientific evidence base, reduce transmission at the animal–human interface and strengthen intersectoral and collaborative approaches’ were highlighted.

On 4 October 2018, the G20 Health Ministers’ Meeting at Mar del Plata, Argentina, issued its own declaration, recognising the contribution of the Tripartite to ‘address the threats of zoonotic diseases and improve animal health sector capacities and implement One Health, multi-sectoral approaches to accelerate health security’ [8].

Finally, the Seventh International Conference on Mycobacterium bovis (M. bovis 2020) will be held in Galway, Ireland, where plans are being made to further highlight and discuss the remaining zoonotic tuberculosis challenges and opportunities to be addressed if we are to accomplish the milestones outlined in the Roadmap for Zoonotic Tuberculosis.

Momentum is building. Now is the time to take the words of the United Nations Political Declaration as the starting point for human and veterinary communities to join together to end tuberculosis by 2030, as stipulated in Sustainable Development Goal 3 [9].

http://dx.doi.org/10.20506/bull.2019.1.2930
Stop TB Partnership website
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Use of BCG vaccination for bovine tuberculosis control

Jerusalem workshop
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Bovine tuberculosis (bTB) is an intractable problem in settings where ‘test-and-cull’ policies are not affordable or socially acceptable, or in areas where Mycobacterium bovis infection is sustained by wildlife reservoirs. Given the limited efficacy of traditional bTB containment methods in these countries, it seems important to re-assess the value of bacille Calmette-Guérin (BCG) vaccination. BCG has been used in humans for nearly 100 years, but its use in animals is limited [1]. A bTB workshop held in Jerusalem considered key bTB knowledge gaps and innovative solutions, with a specific focus on BCG vaccination [2]. Table I presents an overview of bTB knowledge gaps and research needs identified at the workshop.

BCG vaccination of cattle

Studies have demonstrated that BCG vaccination of cattle can be a valuable tool in bTB control [3, 4]. A major constraint has been potential positive reactions with the traditional tuberculin skin test. However, these concerns have been addressed with new tests that utilise M. bovis antigens not expressed by BCG [5]. Potential impacts on bTB diagnosis are also less relevant in settings that do not export cattle and where ‘test and cull’ is not a control option.

BCG vaccination of camels

The dromedary camel (Camelus dromedarius) is important for the livelihood of many pastoral communities and camel milk is traditionally consumed raw. Camel tuberculosis has been reported in multiple countries [6, 7, 8]. There is a need both to develop more sensitive and specific tests for bTB surveillance and diagnosis and to assess BCG efficacy against bTB in domesticated camels.

BCG vaccination of wild animals

Vaccination of reservoir species aims to decrease bTB transmission among wildlife and spill-back to domestic animals. Baits containing oral BCG vaccines have been successfully used in possums in New Zealand [3], badgers in Ireland [9], and wild boar in Europe [10]. African buffalo (Syncerus caffer) are a major bTB reservoir species [11] and play an important role in bTB spillover to other wildlife [11], including rare and endangered species such as black rhinoceros (Diceros bicornis) [12] and African wild dog (Lycaon pictus) [L.M. De Klerk-Lorist, personal communication]. The potential wildlife conservation value of BCG vaccination requires further exploration.
Table I. - Bovine tuberculosis knowledge gaps and research needs identified at the Jerusalem workshop

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge gap</th>
<th>Research need</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Poorly quantified bTB prevalence in humans, cattle, camels, water buffaloes and relevant wildlife | • Existing bTB* surveillance data provide local snapshots, but fail to provide a global overview of the situation.  
• Poor communication between human and animal health branches of government limit the exchange of relevant surveillance data.  
• African buffalo and American bison are important bTB reservoirs, but the contribution of water buffalo in Asian settings is poorly documented.  
• bTB is not restricted to bovines. It may be a significant problem in domestic camels, but the prevalence is unknown.  
• Good surveillance data are essential to prioritise intervention sites, especially if current BCG*** vaccine trials in cattle demonstrate success.  
• 'Test and cull' is unfeasible in settings where it is not economically viable, where cultural or religious objections exist, or where wild animal reservoirs exist in protected species.  
• Settings where infected cows are long-lived pose the greatest risk, since they could spread infection for prolonged periods of time. More studies should track the natural history of disease and epidemic spread of bTB in settings where infected animals cannot be culled. |
| What to do when 'test and cull' is not an option? | • Proof of principle BCG vaccine studies have demonstrated significant bTB protection in cattle and in wildlife, such as possums in New Zealand and badgers in Great Britain/Ireland.  
• Oral BCG vaccination has shown good protection against TB** in humans and bTB in cattle, but large-scale cattle studies are lacking and few studies have investigated its value in problematic wildlife reservoirs.  
• Novel BCG formulations and pragmatic delivery methods require consideration in affected animal species.  
• Limited research has investigated how *M. bovis* infection spreads within local ecosystems and how this can be contained. The conservation value of BCG vaccination in iconic wildlife species, for instance, the African buffalo, and spill-over carnivore species such as lions and African wild dogs, has not been considered. |

* bTB: bovine tuberculosis, mostly caused by *Mycobacterium bovis*  
** TB: tuberculosis, mostly caused by *M. tuberculosis*  
*** BCG: *M. bovis* bacille Calmette-Guerin

Conclusion

Following a review of the efficacy and safety of BCG vaccination for bTB control in domestic livestock and wildlife [3], there is scope to assess the ability of creative BCG vaccine delivery strategies to limit zoonotic disease risk and to consider the conservation value of BCG vaccination in key affected wildlife, such as the African buffalo and associated ‘spill-over’ species.
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The Seventh International Conference on Mycobacterium bovis (M. bovis 2020 for short) will take place in Galway, Ireland from 8 to 11 June 2020.

The Seventh International Conference on Mycobacterium bovis will gather together scientists, policy-makers, veterinarians and industry stakeholders from around the world with the aim of identifying constraints and providing practical solutions for the control and eradication of M. bovis.

Themes which are applicable to countries at various stages of control and eradication will be covered including -
zoonotic tuberculosis, breeding for genetic resistance, vaccination of cattle, vaccination of wildlife, diagnostics techniques, programme policies, stakeholder involvement, surveillance strategies in cattle and wildlife and biosecurity.

Galway, the cultural heart of Ireland, has officially been designated as European Capital of Culture for 2020. The host of activities that are sure to whet your appetite include world renowned theatre, street performers, traditional Irish music and dance. Experience nature along the magnificent Wild Atlantic Way which stretches over 2,500 km of rugged coastline with spectacular scenery from County Donegal to the north and County Cork to the south. Staying in Galway, why not immerse yourself in the spectacular beauty and traditional Irish culture of Connemara.

We look forward to extending a céad míle fáilte (‘a hundred thousand welcomes’) to you all.

For more information, please visit www.mbovis2020.com
Zoonotic diseases - those diseases that can spread between animals and people - have major impacts on human health. Every year, nearly 60,000 people die from rabies, and other zoonotic diseases such as avian influenza, Ebola or Rift Valley fever constitute additional threats. These diseases do not only affect human health, but also animal health and welfare, causing lowered productivity (milk or egg quality and safety, etc.), or death, and consequently affecting farmers’ livelihoods and countries’ economies.

As global trade and travel expands, zoonotic diseases are increasingly posing concerns worldwide. Every day, new health challenges emerge at the human-animal-environment interface. To face these threats, collaboration, coordination, communication, and concerted action between different sectors are needed, using a multisectoral, One Health approach. However, many countries lack the capacity to implement such collaboration. The Tripartite organisations - the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE), and the World Health Organization (WHO) - have published this guide in order to support countries in filling these gaps.

Building multisectoral, One Health bridges to strengthen national capacities

This guide, referred to as the *Tripartite Zoonoses Guide (TZG)*, provides principles, best practices and options to assist countries in achieving sustainable and functional collaboration at the human-animal-environment interface. It
is flexible enough to be used for other health threats; for example, food safety and antimicrobial resistance. By using the TZG and its associated operational tools (which are currently being developed), countries can build or strengthen their national capacities in:

- Multisectoral, One Health coordination mechanisms
- Strategic planning and emergency preparedness
- Surveillance and information sharing
- Coordinated investigation and response
- Joint risk assessment for zoonotic disease threats
- Risk reduction, risk communication and community engagement
- Workforce development.

Options for monitoring and evaluating the function and impact of these activities are additionally included to support countries in their efforts to make improvements in their zoonotic disease frameworks, strategies and policies. Moreover, taking the One Health approach presented in the TZG helps countries to make the best use of limited resources and reduces indirect societal losses, such as impacts on livelihoods of small producers, poor nutrition, and restriction of trade and tourism.

By working collaboratively across sectors and disciplines, human and animal lives are saved, livelihoods are secured, and our global health systems are improved in a sustainable way. The Tripartite organisations encourage countries to use the TZG to achieve these goals by taking a One Health approach to address zoonotic diseases.
OIE resources on bovine and zoonotic tuberculosis

**BOVINE TUBERCULOSIS**

- What is Bovine Tuberculosis?
- Transmission and spread
- Prevention and control
- Roadmap for Zoonotic Tuberculosis
- Public health risk
- Clinical signs
- Diagnostic
- Geographical distribution
- Media resources

**KEY FACTS**

- In 1882 Robert Koch discovered the tubercle bacillus as the cause of tuberculosis, and in 1889 M. bovis was identified.
- During 2014 to 2015, 179 countries and territories reported their status with regards to bovine TB to OIE. Almost half of these countries reported the presence of the disease in animals.
- Globally in 2014, only 12% reported 2.7 million new bacteriologically confirmed tuberculosis cases were tested for drug resistance.
- Although the infection has been controlled in most developed countries, complete elimination is complicated by persistent infection of wild animals, such as badgers in the United Kingdom, while feral deer in parts of the United States of America and bush-tailed possum in New Zealand.
- Bovine TB remains a serious problem for animal and human health in many developing countries

**ZOONOTIC TUBERCULOSIS**

The World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE), the World Health Organization, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) and the International Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease (The Union) joined to launch the first zoonotic TB roadmap. It is based on a One Health approach recognizing the interdependence of human and animal health sectors for addressing the major health and economic impacts of this disease. This roadmap which outlines a plan for combating animal tuberculosis (bovine TB) and the corresponding disease in humans (zoonotic TB) lays down ten priorities grouped into three core themes:

- Improve the scientific evidence base
- Reduce transmission at the animal-human interface
- Strengthen intersectoral and collaborative approaches

**OIE portal on bovine tuberculosis >>>>>**

**OIE portal on zoonotic tuberculosis >>>>>**
The World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE) is an intergovernmental, animal health, standard-setting organisation that develops and publishes science-based standards for animal health and welfare programmes, as well as technical standards for the manufacturing and quality control of diagnostic tests and vaccines for use in the diagnosis, prevention and control of animal diseases, including bovine tuberculosis.

The technical standards for diagnostic tests and vaccines are developed and updated collaboratively, through an extensive network of scientific experts in OIE Collaborating Centres and Reference Laboratories throughout the world, and in consultation with Member Country Delegates who review and approve the final texts through a vote at the OIE General Session, which is held in Paris in May of each year.

These adopted standards are published in the Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Terrestrial Code) and the Manual of


Chapter 8.11, Infection with *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* complex, of the Terrestrial Code provides an overview of the animal health standards and requirements for demonstrating freedom from bovine tuberculosis or notifying its presence within a country, zone, compartment or herd, and lists the agreed procedures for ensuring safe international movement of animals and animal products. These recommendations are intended to help manage the human and animal health risks associated with animals infected with a member of the *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* complex (*M. bovis*, *M. caprae* and *M. tuberculosis*).

Chapter 3.4.6, Bovine tuberculosis, of the Terrestrial Manual provides a detailed description of the disease and recommended laboratory methods to identify the causative agent, as well as the internationally accepted diagnostic techniques for official disease control and eradication programmes and international trade. This chapter also outlines the technical standards for manufacturing and testing bovine tuberculosis vaccines and diagnostic tests.
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The OIE aims to prevent and control animal diseases including zoonoses, facilitate safe international trade in animals and animal products, and contribute to the improvement of animal health and welfare services worldwide.

These global animal health objectives are achieved through a variety of means, including the collaborative development and publication of technical standards for manufacturing and quality control of veterinary vaccines.

This technical reference is a compilation of selected vaccine-related Chapters from the *Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals* and the *Terrestrial Animal Health Code*. It is intended to serve as a readily
accessible technical resource for vaccine manufacturers and regulatory officials, to advance global awareness and implementation of the established science-based standards for the quality, safety and efficacy of veterinary vaccines.

We hope that this reference will prove useful to vaccine manufacturers and regulatory officials to help them to maximise the quality and availability of veterinary vaccines that are required for the prevention and control of animal diseases.

[ Order here ]
The plurithematic issue of the Scientific and Technical Review, 2018, contains 22 articles, two of which relate particularly to bovine tuberculosis. Both articles are described and summarised below.


The majority of tuberculosis cases in ruminants are caused by *Mycobacterium bovis* (MB). However, in this study, the authors reported the isolation of *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* (MT) from bovine milk, nasal swabs and postmortem tissue samples collected from cattle and buffaloes in the states of Telangana, Maharashtra and Gujarat in India in the period from 2010 to 2015. The isolates were confirmed as *Mycobacterium* due to their growth characteristics and colony morphology in a commercial liquid medium Mycobacterial Growth Indicator Tube (MGIT)™ employing the BD BACTEC™ MGIT™ 960 system and the Lowenstein-Jensen (LJ) medium supplemented with glycerol but not with sodium pyruvate, and BD-DIFCO™ Middlebrook 7H10 agar containing oleic albumin dextrose catalase (OADC). These isolates were initially identified as members of the *M. tuberculosis* complex (MTC) using a commercial nested polymerase chain reaction (PCR) kit based on the
IS6110 MTC specific nucleotide sequence. The isolates were confirmed as MT using three commercial line probe assay kits, were further genotyped, and the spoligotypes identified were of East African Indian (EAI) 3_IND, EAI5, Central-Asian (CAS) 1_DELHI, U and T1 lineages. Two MT isolates from one antelope (*Antilope cervipara*) and one gazelle (*Gazella bennettii*) from Gujarat, which were identified previously, were spoligotyped during this study and identified as belonging to EAI3_IND and EAI5 lineages, respectively. The epidemiological significance and zoonotic implications of regional presence and documentation of the same or two different spoligotypes in different species within the family Bovidae as well as humans is discussed.


This study aims to investigate the antimycobacterial activity of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) by determining the minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC) of AgNPs, using the microplate Alamar blue assay. The AgNPs were chemically synthesised and their form and size were characterised by ultraviolet-visible absorption spectrophotometry, transmission electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction. The reference strains of *Mycobacterium bovis* and *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* H37Rv, and one multiple-drug-resistant (MDR) strain of *M. tuberculosis* were tested, as well as clinical isolates of *M. bovis* and *M. tuberculosis*. The AgNPs were tetrahydral with a few spherical particles and an average particle size of 50 nm. The mycobacterial strains were varied with MICs of AgNPs. Both reference strains of *M. tuberculosis* and *M. bovis*, in addition to the MDR strain of *M. tuberculosis*, were successfully inhibited by AgNPs at MICs of 1 μg/ml, 4 μg/ml and 16 μg/ml, respectively, whereas clinical isolates of *M. bovis* and *M. tuberculosis* were inhibited at MIC values of 4-32 μg/ml and 1-16 μg/ml, respectively. The AgNPs showed an *in vitro* chemotherapeutic effect against *Mycobacterium* spp. Thus, they can be used to treat tuberculosis not only in humans but also in animals, and may be useful in tuberculosis prevention and control strategies worldwide.
Zoonotic tuberculosis (TB) is a form of TB in people predominantly caused by the bacterial species, *Mycobacterium bovis*, which belongs to the *M. tuberculosis* complex. The implications of zoonotic TB go beyond human health. The organism is host-adapted to cattle, where it is referred to as bovine TB, and it also causes TB in other animal species including wildlife. Bovine TB has an important economic impact and threatens livelihoods.

The time is right for a bold and concerted effort to collectively address zoonotic and bovine TB, framed within the multidisciplinary United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 2016-2030 and WHO's End TB Strategy which seek to end the global TB epidemic by 2030. The Strategy calls for the diagnosis and treatment of every person with TB, and this must include zoonotic TB. This is supported by the Stop TB Partnership's Global Plan to End TB 2016-2020 – The Paradigm Shift, which identifies people at risk of zoonotic TB as a neglected population deserving greater attention.

The human burden of disease cannot be reduced without improving standards of food safety and controlling bovine...
TB in the animal reservoir. A One Health approach recognises the interdependence of the health of people, animals and the environment, and the engagement of all relevant sectors and disciplines. The declaration made by the leaders of the G20 forum in July 2017, *G20 Leaders’ Declaration: Shaping an Interconnected World*, calls for a One Health approach to tackling the spread of antimicrobial resistance and highlights the need to foster research and development for TB.

The first steps towards formally conceptualising this roadmap began in April 2016 in Geneva at a meeting co-organised by WHO and The International Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease (The Union), with contributions from leading international organisations for human and animal health, academic institutions, and non-governmental organisations. With this roadmap, we call for concerted action through broad engagement across political, financial and technical levels, including government agencies, donors, academia, non-governmental organisations and private stakeholders. This roadmap lays down ten priorities grouped into three core themes. To end the global TB epidemic by 2030, action must begin today. Milestones are defined for the short-term, by 2020, and medium-term, by 2025.

[Download the document]
This book provides an essential, comprehensive treatise on bovine tuberculosis and the bacterium that causes it, *Mycobacterium bovis*. Bovine tuberculosis remains a major cause of economic loss in cattle industries worldwide, exacerbated in some countries by the presence of a substantial wildlife reservoir. It is a major zoonosis, causing human infection through consumption of unpasteurised milk or by close contact with infected animals.

Following a systematic approach, expert international authors cover epidemiology and the global situation; microbial virulence and pathogenesis; host responses to the pathogen; and diagnosis and control of the disease.

Aimed at researchers and practising veterinarians, this book is essential for those needing comprehensive information on the pathogen and disease, and offers a summary of key information learned from human tuberculosis research.
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[ Order the book from the CABI Bookshop ]
The aim of this document is to guide actions that are needed at the national level to adapt, launch and implement the World Health Organization's End TB Strategy. The Strategy, approved by the 67th World Health Assembly in 2014, is designed to achieve a health-related target under the United Nations Sustainable Development Goal 3 that calls for ending the TB epidemic. Pursuing this ambitious but achievable goal will require new ways of working, building on the national and global efforts of the past two decades and seizing the opportunity to draw in many new stakeholders to join the endeavour.

This document was developed by the WHO’s Global TB Programme. It has benefited from the collective inputs of WHO’s Strategic and Technical Advisory Group for Tuberculosis and in-depth consultations with many stakeholders during the two-year development of the Strategy and during the year after its approval. It also builds on the early experiences of countries preparing to introduce the Strategy.

This document, designed for use mainly by national TB programmes (NTPs) and equivalents within Ministries of health, is intended for all stakeholders engaged in TB care and prevention. The NTPs must engage with a wide range of stakeholders to implement the Strategy. Using this document as a starting point, country officials may need to prepare detailed national operational guidance on the implementation of the Strategy to meet the needs of
diverse stakeholders.

As countries adapt and implement the End TB Strategy and share their experiences, WHO will provide additional guidance and tools and revise The Essentials as appropriate. This is therefore a ‘living’ document and will be enriched by supplementing it further with country examples and case studies available online.

[ Download the document from the WHO website ]
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The aim of the WHO Global Tuberculosis Report is to provide a comprehensive and up-to-date assessment of the tuberculosis epidemic, and of progress in prevention, diagnosis and treatment of the disease at global, regional and country levels.

[ Download the document from the WHO website ]
The OIE is an international organisation created in 1924 with a mandate from its 182 Member Countries to improve animal health and welfare. Its activities are permanently supported by 301 centres of scientific expertise and 12 regional offices with a presence on every continent.
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